Commercial and Industrial Combustion Solutions

Honeywell is a leader in Commercial and Industrial Combustion systems. Their product portfolio includes combustion
efficiency systems, Maxon burners, integrated valve trains, Iris flame monitoring, and innovative integrated combustion
systems. As a proud Honeywell partner, GTH has built a reputation in California and Nevada for our ability to design, build
and program systems around their combustion products. Click here to learn more about our Combustion expertise!

NEW Product Introduction - SLATE Integrated Combustion

Honeywell’s new SLATE product ushers in a new era for combustion control. SLATE brings
together configurable safety and programmable logic for the first time. Its modular platform can
be customized for virtually any application including commercial and industrial boilers, process
heating, burners, kilns, and ovens. Programming is quick and easy with flexible PC tools and a
customizable high-definition display. SLATE also offers built in BACnet and Modbus for seamless
integration with Building Automation or SCADA systems. As a Combustion Solutions Distributor,
GTH is able to offer engineering and start-up assistance for SLATE as well as complete turnkey
panel manufacturing and system integration.

Maxon SmartLink DS Intelligent Control Actuator Series

The SmartLink DS provides highly accurate positioning, with continuous duty, maintenance-free
operation. SmartLink is a general purpose control actuator designed for the precise control of air,
fuel, gas, steam, chemicals, and liquids in industrial combustion applications. It offers a number
of product options including two torque options, local user display, and hazardous location
approval, making it well-suited for a range of industrial applications. There are also a number of
configurations available including actuator only, actuator with valve mounting bracket, or custom
mounting with burners or valves.

COMING SOON - The SV2 Series Safety Shut-Off Valves!
Honeywell will soon be releasing their new SV2 Vulcan Valve. This valve is a 3-in-1 pressure module, with two
valves and actuators in a single body. It offers integrated valve proving and leak detection, variable fuel-air ratio,
and field-replaceable electronics along with communications capabilities and an optional HMI interface.
Contact your local GTH office today to be the first to know when the SV2 is released!
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